In common with many other investigations of this type, the basis for our results is a lemma dealing with a much simplified situation. However before we can discuss this we need some additional terminology. Let IT be a non-empty set of primes. A group G is said to be quasi-ir-radicable if, for each ir-number k , G is generated by the fc-th powers of its elements. A group is u-reduced if it has no non-trivial quasi-ir-radicable subgroups. If a group G is an extension of a p-reduced nilpotent group by a cyclic p-group, and has the property that the intersection of any set of subnormal subgroups is again subnormal, then G is nilpotent (Lemma
3.5)-
In §3 we use this key result to obtain a characterization of nilpotent-by-(periodic nilpotent) groups which have a bound for the subnormal indices of their subnormal subgroups. By Theorem E of [76] the standard unrestricted wreath product of an arbitrary tors ion-free abelian group with itself has the property that every subnormal subgroup has subnormal index at most two. If we take the torsion-free group to be infinite cyclic we see that, in contrast to Lemma 3.5, an extension of a reduced (that is, TT-reduced where IT is the set of all primes) abelian group by a cyclic group can have a bound on its subnormal indices and yet not be nilpotent. Thus a different approach will be needed to deal with arbitrary metanilpotent groups which have a bound on their subnormal indices, and any characterization is likely to be extremely complex.
Results analogous to those of §3 are sought in §4 in connection with groups in which the subnormal subgroups form a complete lattice, since such groups have the property that arbitrary intersections of subnormal subgroups are subnormal and thus Lemma 3.5 is still available. Theorem h.X
gives necessary conditions for the subnormal subgroups to form a complete lattice, but Theorem U.3 shows that these conditions are not sufficient.
Conversely Theorem U.I* gives sufficient conditions which, as shown in 
Preliminaries
Our aim in this section is to summarise some elementary facts about subnormal subgroups and about quasi-ir-radicability. Most of these facts will be used in §3 and §4, but no explicit mention will be made in these later sections. that a group has the subnormal join property if and only if the join of every ascending chain of subnormal subgroups is itself subnormal.
The subnormal Join property, the subnormal intersection property, and the property of having bounded subnormal indices, are all inherited by subnormal subgroups and homomorphic images.
A group has the property that its subnormal subgroups form a complete lattice if and only if it has the subnormal join property and the subnormal intersection property. A group which has a bound on its subnormal indices has both these properties and hence its subnormal subgroups form a complete lattice. A fuller treatment of this material, with examples, is given in
2.2 Quasi-ir-radicability. A group is said to be ir-radicable (where TT is a non-empty set of primes) if, for every TT-number k , each element of the group can be expressed as a k-th power of some element of the group. Clearly TT-radicability implies quasi-ir-radicability, and Cerni kov, [4] , has shown that for &4-groups the converse holds. It is easy to see that a group generated by quasi-ir-radicable subgroups is itself quasi-TT-radicable. This fact, together with Cerni kov's result, shows that every nilpotent group has a unique maximal Tr-radicable subgroup, which is therefore characteristic. If IT is the set of all primes we use the terms radicable and reduced, instead of Tr-radicable and TT-reduced.
It is easy to prove that an extension of a quasi-ir-radicable group by a quasi-ir-radicable group is itself quasi-iT-radicable. Therefore the factor group of a nilpotent group by its maximal TT-radicable subgroup can have no ir-radicable non-trivial subgroups, and is therefore TT-reduced. G generated by the n-th powers of the elements of G .
Metani 1 potent groups with bounded subnormal indices
In order to obtain the main results of this section we need a series of preliminary lemmas. Proof. If N is abelian there is nothing to prove, so we may assume N is not abelian. Let H/Z be the maximal ir-radicable subgroup of N/Z . Then H is a normal subgroup of N and is ir-reduced. We will prove that H is abelian. Suppose on the contrary that H is not abelian. Then there is an element y of H which is in the second term of the upper central series of H but is not central. Let A be the centre of H . We define a homomorphism 6 of H/A into H by:-
Since A contains Z , the image of H/A under 9 is ir-radicable, and so, since H is ir-reduced, must be trivial. Thus y commutes with all h in H and is therefore central. This is a contradiction and so H is abelian.
Since H is abelian it is a proper subgroup of N . Let a; be an element of N not in H . We define a map \p of H into H by:- ]). Since R is nilpotent it follows that R' , the derived group of R , is TT-radicable. But since R' is contained in Z. , it follows that R' is in fact contained in R. , . Thus R/R. ., is abelian and the We now have enough lemmas at our disposal to make the proof of the main theorem relatively short. Putting the two pieces together it follows that the subnormal index of
= fid) . 
Thus the subnormal index of S in G is at most f(d) .

COROLLARY. Let N be a nilpotent normal subgroup of a group G , with G/N periodic and nilpotent. Let Q(p) be the maximal p-radicable
subgroup of N and let G(p)/N be the Sylow p-subgroup of G/N . If there is a positive integer a such that G{p)/Q(p) is nilpotent of class at most a } for all primes p , then the subnormal index in G of any subnormal subgroup is at most f{d) , where d is the nilpotent class of N and f(d) = (d+l)e + \ d(d+3) .
For periodic metanilpotent groups the following characterization is probably more useful, since it involves Sylow subgroups. denotes the set of primes other than p ) with a radicable .p-group P .
THEOREM B. Let G be a periodia metanilpotent group, and let Q be tne maximal radicable abelian normal subgroup of G . Then G has a bound on its subnormal indices if and only if there is a positive integer c such that for all primes p the Sylow p-subgroups of G/Q are nilpotent of class at most c .
Proof. There is a normal nilpotent subgroup B of G such that
But by a result of Cernikov, [3] , a radicable nilpotent p-group must be abelian, and so P is contained in Q . Therefore Q(p)/Q is a p'-group. Also, since Q(p) contains all the p'-elements of N ,
G(p)/Q(p) is a p-group. Let G(p)/Q(p) be nilpotent of class at most c , and let S/Q be a Sylow p-subgroup of G/Q . Since S/QnQ(p)/Q = 1 we know that
S n Q(p) = Q . But SQ{p)/Q(p) is isomorphic to S/SnQ{p) = S/Q , and since SQ(p)/Q(p) is a subgroup of G(p)/Q{p) it follows that S/Q is nilpotent of class at most c .
Conversely, suppose that the Sylow p-subgroups of G/Q are nilpotent of class at most a . Let (a;, , . . . , x } be any finite set of elements of 
Groups in which the subnormal subgroups form a complete lattice
In this section we attempt to find analogues of the previous theorems for the class of groups in which the subnormal subgroups form a complete lattice. A group in this class will have the subnormal intersection property and so Lemma 3.5 can be used. The proof is similar to the corresponding part of the proof of Theorem B, and so will be omitted.
THEOREM 4.1. Let N be a nilpotent normal subgroup of a group G , with G/N periodic and nilpotent. For each prime p let G(p)/N be the Sylow p-subgroup of G/N and let Q(p) be the maximal p-radicable subgroup of N . If the subnormal subgroups of G form a complete lattice then G(p)/Q(p) has the property that
We now give an example to show that the converse to Theorem U.2 is false. 
T./T-nN then Tip) = fl Tip, i) .
By an argument similar to that above we % can prove that each Tip) is subnormal in G . Since T is the join of all the groups Tip) it follows from the first part of the proof that T is subnormal in G . Thus the proof is complete.
As before we can try to rewrite the theorem for periodic groups in terms of Sylow p-subgroups. However we need another assumption, namely that G/N is countable. If m < n then the cyclic group of order p(n) has an automorphism of order p(m) . This automorphism takes a generator to a power 6(n, m) of itself. Let X be the direct product of groups X. , where X. is a cyclic group of order p(i) generated by an element x(i) , for all non-negative integers i . Let A. be the direct product of p(i) copies of the cyclic group of order p(i) . Let A be the direct product of the groups A. taken over all non-negative integers i . We show that X can be considered as a group of automorphisms of i4 . We define an action of It is easy to see that this makes X into a group of automorphisms of A .
Thus we can form the natural split extension ~G = AX , where A is normal in G and A n X = 1 . Clearly G is a countable periodic meta"belian group.
Each subgroup A.X. is a Sylow p(i)-subgroup of G . But A.X. is 
